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Lander Region

The Lander Region covers a stretch of Wyoming from the top of the Wind River Mountains to Boysen
Reservoir and from Dubois to Rawlins. A wide variety of habitats are found here and therefore a wide
variety of habitat projects were completed in 2014. Much effort was put into the 210,000 plus acres of
Commission administered lands in the region.
The majority of the work in 2014 was focused around Dubois on the Spence & Moriarity Wildlife
Management Area, on the Inberg/Roy Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA), and on the Whiskey Basin WHMA, which are crucial winter range habitat for several big game species, including
bighorn sheep.
For the first time this year, two of these properties were utilized for hay production and hay was sent to
elk feedgrounds to reduce WGFD expenses, while still leaving adequate feed for wintering big game.
Other projects that were begun or completed this year include: fence removals and replacements, aspen
regeneration, noxious weed control, controlled burns, irrigation improvements and fish passage work.
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Whiskey Mountain Herbicide Treatment (Goal 2) - Amy Anderson

Figure 71. Bighorn sheep within Torrey Rim treatment area.
Torrey Rim on the Whiskey Mountain WHMA provides vital bighorn sheep winter range (Figure 71).
While measuring production/utilization transects during the past several years, an increase in mat-forming forbs such as sulphur buckwheat, phlox, and fringed sagewort has been observed. These species
are unpalatable to bighorn sheep. The Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep Technical Committee decided
to apply herbicide to reduce these mat-forming forbs,
which will be followed by a fertilizer treatment to
improve conditions for preferred forage species. The
fertilizer treatment will occur on Sheep Ridge, and a
portion of Torrey Rim in April 2015.
An aerial herbicide treatment was conducted on Torrey Rim within the Whiskey Basin WHMA in July
2014 to reduce mat-forming forbs and improve forage production for wintering bighorn sheep. Herbicide was applied as follows: 2-4d lovol ester- 1.5
quarts/acre, Tordon- 1 quart/acre, Surfactant/Crop
oil- 1 quart/acre, with a total applied liquid volume of
5 gallons per acre, including water. A helicopter was
used to apply the herbicide (Figure 72).
Pre-treatment forage analyses occurred on both treatment and control sites and will be repeated for three
years post-treatment to estimate changes in nutritional content of herbaceous forage. Annual measurements on established transects will continue to moniFigure 72. Helicopter applying herbicide to control
tor changes in production and utilization.

mat-forming forbs on bighorn sheep winter range.
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North Mountain Meadows Fence Construction (Goal 2) - Brian Parker
The Spence and Moriarity Wildlife Management Area (WMA) northeast boundary of
Mountain Meadows was the only area of the
Spence and Moriarity WMA that was unfenced. The lack of a legal fence resulted in a
potential point of entry for trespass livestock.
Mountain Meadows is an isolated area within
the Spence and Moriarity WMA and provides
crucial winter and parturition range for elk,
mule deer and pronghorn. Mountain Meadows
is used by bighorn sheep and both bear species.
A fence contract was awarded to construct approximately two miles of fence in the MounFigure 73. New fence along the northeast boundary of tain Meadows area of Spence and Moriarity
WMA. This fence will help exclude trespass
Mountain Meadows.
livestock and maintain productive elk habitat.
Construction began in September 2014 and was completed in October 2014.

BLM Rawlins Fence Conversion (Goal 2) - WLCI, Jim Wasseen
Over the past several years, fence
conversions have been implemented
in migration corridors, crucial winter
range, and at locations where fences
are damaged to improve big game passage and reduce stress, energy loss, injury, and mortality. Most of these historic and constrictive types of fences
were built to control domestic sheep
but the majority of these allotments
have since been converted to cattle
grazing that can be controlled with 3
or 4 strand barbed wire fences. The
focal areas of past fence conversion
projects were south and west of Rawlins, where the majority of fences were
converted in conjunction with willing
Figure 74. Fence conversion, on the southeast side of Ferris Mountain,
private landowners. Over the next sevbetween the Buzzard and Stone Allotments. (photograph courtesy of BLM
eral years, efforts will expand to areas
Rawlins Field Office).
north and east of Rawlins where four
large allotments have sheep type fencing. Two allotments are willing to work with the BLM in this effort. Fencing conversion continued in
three locations near Ferris Mountain in 2014 (Figure 74). Fencing conversions were completed on:
1.1 miles of private ownership, 0.6 miles of state property, 1.2 miles of BLM-administered land, and 1
riparian enclosure.
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Wyoming Big Sagebrush Treatments- UW Research Project (Goal 2) Kurt Smith, Stan Harter, Sue Oberlie, Derek Lemon

Figure 75. WGFD personnel mowing within the study Figure 76. Mowed and unmowed areas within the project
area.
area, first spring following treatment.
This phase of the study consisted of treating sagebrush with Spike® 20P and mowing within early
sage-grouse brood-rearing habitats during winter and spring 2014. Female early brood-rearing locations were selected along with areas predicted to have high early brood-rearing occurrence to identify
4 treatment locations (2 Spike and 2 mowing treatments) and 2 reference locations to form replicated
study sites to evaluate the response of grouse to habitat treatments. Treatments followed guidelines
of the “Wyoming Game and Fish Department Protocols for Treating Sagebrush” to be consistent
with Wyoming Executive Order 2011-5, Greater Sage-Grouse Core Area Protection. The only exception to the WGFD protocols, is instead of grazing rest for 2 growing seasons after treatments,
exclosures were installed to measure post-treatment vegetative response in the absence of grazing.
The size of these exclosures permit evaluation of vegetation and ground cover characteristics within
an area equivalent to the size of plots used to assess sage-grouse microhabitat selection at nests and
brood-rearing locations. During January and February 2014, the WGFD and the University of Wyoming mowed approximately 1,208 acres of sagebrush habitats across 2 mowing treatment areas. Spike
treatments occurred in early May 2014 applying 1 pound/acre (0.2 pounds/acre active ingredient),
anticipating a 50% kill rate of sagebrush, to 1,500 acres across 2 study areas. Exclosures were erected
in May 2014 following treatments.

Duncan Bench Restoration (Goal 2) - Brian Parker

Restoration of Duncan Bench (~1,000 acres) pivot fields located on the Spence and Moriarity WMA
began during the fall of 2011. Approximately 800 acres of the Duncan Bench has been planted with
drought-tolerant wheat-grass seed mix since project inception. Approximately 200 acres were drilled in
spring 2014. The remaining ~200 acres will be drilled during spring 2015. In April 2014, approximately 300 acres of Duncan Bench were sprayed with bromoxymil and Escort to mitigate field pennycress
infestations and promote grass establishment. Approximately 60 acres of cheatgrass was sprayed with
Plateau® in September 2014. Cheatgrass treatments will be repeated during 2015 as needed.
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Dubois Winter Range Production Monitoring (Goal 2) Amy Anderson and Greg Anderson
WGFD personnel, with
the assistance of USFS
and BLM Biologists,
continued
monitoring
production and utilization on bighorn sheep
and elk winter ranges
on the Whiskey Basin
WHMA, Spence and
Moriarity WMA, and the
Kirk Inberg/Kevin Roy
WHMA. With good fall
moisture in 2013, and
well timed spring and
summer precipitation in
2014, all areas showed
vast improvements in
production in 2014. The
Whiskey Basin WHMA
produced 500 lbs of forage/acre which is 251%
of 2013 production, and
about average when
compared to the last ten
years. Production on
the Spence and Moriarity WMA, and Kirk Inberg/Kevin Roy WHMA
averaged 577 lbs/acre,
nearly 300% of 2013
production and 178% of
the 10 year average.

Figure 77. Average
production on Dubois
area managed meadows.
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Lander Region Aspen Regeneration Projects (Goal 2) - Amy Anderson
In addition to the on-going aspen work occurring near South Pass, initial planning and inventory work
has begun to identify and prescribe treatments for “at-risk” aspen stands throughout the Lander Region.
These aspen stands are at risk due to conifer encroachment, drying sites, over-use and lack of disturbance. To date, stands have been identified on Green and Crooks Mountains, Long Creek near Dubois,
Mountain Meadows on the Inberg/Roy WHMA, and in the Red Canyon WHMA. A variety of treatment
methods are being considered to
improve the health of these at risk
and important aspen communities.
Working with private landowners,
BLM, USFS, State Lands, and other entities, treatments will include
prescribed fire, mechanical, root
ripping, and other methods to encourage aspen regeneration.

Figure 78. Green Mountain Aspen
showing heavy encroachment by conifers.

Spence and Moriarity WMA Bear Creek Habitat Improvement (Goal 2) Nick Scribner
Approximately 700 feet of streambank
were improved in 2014 on Bear Creek
near Dubois. This drainage provides
crucial Yellowstone cutthroat trout
habitat, especially for spawning trout.
The primary issue addressed was five
eroding banks that were impacting adjacent and downstream habitat. Bank
Erosion Hazard Index (BEHI) surveys
were completed in 2012 and allowed
determination of erosion rates to identify and prioritize streambanks where
improvements were needed. For example, a predicted loss of 1.2 feet/
year was calculated for a streambank
that was addressed in 2014. HowevFigure 79. Six feet of bank loss was measured at this segment along er, measurements after runoff in 2014
the 200 foot long segment where the average loss was roughly 3 feet.
revealed an average loss of approximately 3 feet over a 200 foot span that
equates to 30 dump truck loads of dirt (Figure 79). Higher bank loss occurred due to high snowpack
levels that produced flows greater than bankfull, which is the flow used for calculating erosion rates.
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All of the stream banks had similar features: steep, devoid of vegetation, highly
erosive, and providing very little habitat
value. To improve these banks, nearby
conifer trees were felled and placed at
the toe of the banks and secured with
large boulders, bank material, and cable. This wood absorbs the power of
the water, protects the bank from further
erosion, and provides overhead cover.
Banks were also shaped and seeded to
decrease the slope and promote vegetation establishment. Additional maintenance was needed to repair two sites
completed in 2013 where logs slightly
dislodged from the bank. Overall, sites
completed in 2013 held up well to high
flows in 2014 with vegetation taking
hold. Collectively, 1,400 feet of streambank stabilization was completed on
Bear Creek the past 2 years addressing
the highest risk banks determined from
2012 BEHI surveys (Figure 80).

Figure 80. Map from 2012 BEHI surveys for Bear Creek; all high
risk sites (dark red) were improved in 2013-2014.

Meadow Restoration (Goal 2) - Brian Parker

As part of the Spence and Moriarity WMA 10-Year Plan, irrigated fields/meadows have been farmed
to increase forage palatability, combat noxious weeds and ultimately generate hay for use on elk
feedgrounds. These were the 2014 efforts;
Bain Meadow- farming began on approximately 60 acres; fall 2014
Long Meadow- farming began on approximately 10 acres; spring 2014
Pease Meadow- farming began on approximately 25 acres; spring 2014
North Andy’s Meadow- farming began on approximately 15 acres; spring 2014

Ocean Lake Winter Grazing (Goal 2) - Derek Lemon
Approximately 260 AUMs were utilized at Ocean Lake WHMA in order to remove decadent vegetation
and promote vigor and palatability of meadow vegetation to benefit waterfowl and pheasants. Grazing
occurs during January on a five-year grazing rotation.
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Wiggins Ditch Emergency Spill
Structure (Goal 2) - Brian Parker
In conjunction with the Wiggins Ditch flume replacement on Spence and Moriarity WMA, the
Wiggins Ditch emergency spill structure was
replaced in late 2014. This structure is critical
to the function of the Wiggins Ditch and correspondingly the irrigation of the meadows the
ditch serves.

Spence and Moriarity WMA Flow Monitoring (Goal 1) - Nick Scribner

In 2012, flow monitoring stations were placed at 6 different locations on Bear Creek, East Fork Wind
River, and associated irrigation ditches to monitor irrigation use for 3 seasons (2012-2014). Goals were
to document use of WGFD water rights, determine areas of inefficiencies, and balance our irrigation
with needs of the fishery. Fortunately, both an extremely dry year (2012) and a very wet year (2014)
were observed during our monitoring effort (Table 1). On Bear Creek,
irrigation was turned off once flows
reach 20 cfs just above the confluence with the East Fork Wind River,
which is downstream of all diversions. Thistarget flow was developed through intensive surveys and
data analysis based on fish habitat
Table 1. Stream flow measured July 24 and snow water equivalent (SWE) needs. Obviously, this target will
measured May 1 for the past 3 years. Kirwin Snotel is near the headwaters be reached at different times each
year based on precipitation and air
for both drainages and the 30 year mean for May 1 is 11.1 inches.
temperatures. For example, irrigation on Bear Creek was shut down
by July 5 in 2012 but not until August 29 in 2014, which illustrates the importance of snowpack levels.
This study will assist with future water management activities to maintain native fishery and irrigated
meadows for big game winter forage.

CM Horse Grazing (Goal 2) - Brian Parker

Approximately 15 horses (37.5 AUMs) from the CM Ranch grazed the Basin Meadow on Whiskey
Basin WHMA from November through December 2014 in lieu of grazing the ranch’s BLM allotments.
This agreement results in increased forage availability within core bighorn sheep winter range to be
used by wintering bighorn sheep. 2014 was the fifth year of the latest five-year agreement.
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Ocean Lake WHMA Pond 5 Prescribed Burn (Goal 2) - Derek Lemon

Figure 81. Ocean Lake WHMA Prescribed Fire.
A prescribed burn was conducted at Pond 5, Ocean Lake WHMA as part of a cattail management plan.
The burn improves wetland habitat by removing decadent vegetation, increasing plant diversity and
providing nutrient rich forage for migrating waterfowl and shorebirds. Pond vegetation at Ocean lake
WHMA was composed almost entirely of cattails. Cattail encroachment has reduced available open
water for waterfowl nesting and foraging.
In addition to the prescribed burn, a new water control structure was installed to help regulate the water
level in Pond 5. Pond water depth manipulation can result in increased open water, vegetative diversity
and increased forage availability.

Hay Reservoir Invasive Species Control (Goal 2) - WLCI, Jim Wasseen
During 2014, the Hay Reservoir project entailed treating and monitoring Russian knapweed, whitetop,
and Swainson pea on approximately 1,200 acres in northeast Sweetwater County. Treatment consists of
herbicide application to control these species across the project area, including state and private lands.
In addition, well pads and rights-of-ways are being treated by the oil and gas company that operates
wells in the project area. Objectives are to remove weed species from currently affected areas and to
remove or contain other noxious weeds to prevent further degradation and improve wildlife habitat
quality and livestock grazing forage. The Hay Reservoir area provides some winter habitat for elk,
mule deer, and antelope. There are also greater sage-grouse within the project area and livestock grazing. As invasive plant densities decline and activities through WLCI and the landowner continue, the
project area should no longer require large-scale treatments in the future.
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South Pass Aspen Restoration (Goal 2) - Nick Scribner
The South Pass area contains a diverse vegetation community consisting of forest, shrubland, sagebrush, wet meadows, and riparian corridors that provide important habitat for a myriad of species. The
area provides crucial winter, parturition, and transitional range for deer, pronghorn, elk, moose, as well
as important summer sage grouse habitat. Large springs and vital riparian habitats support aquatic
wildlife and ultimately feed into the Sweetwater River and Wind River. Health of these habitats has
degraded due to conifer encroachment (Table 2), drought, overbrowsing, and other land management
practices. This project aims to reverse that trend through a suite of treatments to address aspen regeneration, mountain shrubs, and willows over the next 10 years across a broad landscape that includes
USFS, BLM, State, and private land (Figure 82). These treatments will indirectly impact several thousand acres and miles of stream by increasing available water.

Table 2. Conifer canopy cover is approaching 50% across the treatment area illustrating the need to reduce conifers to promote aspen. Data were from 4 individual
treatment units located on USFS land.
Efforts in 2014 focused on fundraising, monitoring, securing a contractor, finalizing treatment prescriptions, and planning future treatments. Initial work will occur on USFS land
(~2,700 total acres) with the mechanical removal of conifers by Summit Forests Inc. They
anticipate starting in July 2015 with the goal
to treat 600-800 acres by year’s end. Roughly
$350,000 was awarded in 2014 for this work
with efforts underway in 2015 to secure additional funds to treat more acres. Work on
USFS land will likely take 3-4 years to complete. Meanwhile, reconnaissance of BLM
ground and contacting private landowners has
begun for planning future treatments within the
project area.

Figure 82. Potential treatment units within
the project area approximately 20 miles south
of Lander.
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Noxious Weed Control (Goal 2) - Brian Parker
In addition to spraying approximately 300 acres
on Duncan Bench, Rocky Mountain Agronomy applied herbicide across approximately 400
acres of irrigated meadows on the Spence and
Moriarity WMA to control noxious weeds, largely white-top and Canada thistle, in early June
and July. Additionally, Fremont County Weed &
Pest sprayed a variety of noxious weed species
on irrigated meadows and rangeland starting in
July and continuing through fall 2014. Habitat
and Access personnel constructed a spray trailer during winter/spring 2014 and dedicated increased time to noxious weed control. The spray
trailer leverages available time and money to
yield a robust and flexible spray program.

Ferris Mountain Wilderness Study Area Leafy Spurge (Goal 2) - WLCI, Jim Wasseen
The Ferris Mountain Wilderness Study Area (WSA) Leafy Spurge project includes BLM-administered
land, state lands, and two private ranches (47 Ranch and Ferris Mountain Ranch). This project entails inventory, monitoring, and herbicide applications to control invasive plant species (primarily leafy
spurge, whitetop, and Russian knapweed). The objectives are to restrict weed infestations, remove or
contain other noxious weeds to prevent further degradation, and improve wildlife habitat quality and
livestock grazing forage. These areas provide winter habitat for elk, mule deer, and antelope, as well as
a few remaining bighorn sheep. The majority of the area contains greater sage-grouse habitat including
core area in the north. Livestock grazing occurs throughout the area. The project is conducted as a
partnership between the WLCI, BLM, Carbon County Weed and Pest District, and the two landowners.
The eastern end of Ferris Mountain was burned in a wildfire during the summer of 2012 and cheatgrass
treatments were conducted on portions of the burned area in fall 2012. The burn area was monitored
for cheatgrass and other invasive species in summer 2014, and further treatments occurred in fall 2014.
In 2014, the project included inventory, monitoring, and chemical treatments of 1,160 acres. Past treatments have curtailed infestations to the point that aerial treatments were not needed this year and for
the foreseeable future.

Chain Lakes WHMA Winter Grazing (Goal 5) - Matt Pollock
Domestic sheep graze on Chain Lakes WHMA from December through April each year. During 2014,
approximately 900 AUMs were utilized. Chain Lakes WHMA presently operates as a grass bank. The
domestic sheep operator grazed Chain Lakes WHMA while resting the Powder Mountain allotment
west of Baggs, WY.

Red Rim Daley WHMA Grazing (Goal 5) - Matt Pollock

Red Rim-Daley is comprised of Office of State Lands and Investments , BLM and WGFC owned property. Two operators annually graze the Red Rim - Daley WHMA, collectively consuming approximately 1,650 AUMs.
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Bain Meadow Pipeline (Goal 2) - Brian Parker

Figure 83. Bain Meadow pipeline install.
At approximately 200 acres, Bain Meadow is the largest meadow on the Spence and Moriarity
WMA. Bain Meadow is served by three separate headgates on the Wiggins Ditch. Due to the drop
of the field, the transport ditches were quite long and extremely inefficient in terms of water loss and
maintenance requirements. In order to increase time and water-use efficiency, Bain Meadow was
converted to a pipeline system irrigated with gated pipe. This conversion began in early 2014 and has
continued into 2015. Close to 7,300 feet of 12-inch buried transport pipeline has been laid to service
over 18,000 feet of gated pipe. The conversion to a pipeline system will result in increased water use
efficiency and increased time efficiency by WGFD employees. Additionally, the pipeline will result in
increased hay production, increased supplemental winter forage and reduced noxious weed densities.

Red Canyon Coordinated Resource Management (CRM) Grazing (Goal 2) Derek Lemon
WGFD is an active member of the Red
Canyon CRM. The CRM cattle grazed the
Upper and East meadows of Red Canyon
WHMA in late May 2014 in order to remove
decadent vegetation and promote vigor and
palatability of meadow vegetation for wintering elk. Grazing of the meadows occurs
every other year. Temporary electric fence
was deployed to mitigate riparian impacts.
The Upper and East meadows were irrigated throughout the summer following
grazing to provide supplemental forage for
wintering elk.
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Red Rim – Daley Wildlife Habitat Management Area Improvements (Goal 2) Matt Pollock and WLCI, Jim Wasseen
The project’s objective is to improve the vegetative structure of the Red Rim Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA) and improve wildlife habitat. This project includes the maintenance and conversion of fences to meet wildlife fence standards, well development and maintenance, noxious weed
control, and terrestrial habitat treatments. Improved fencing will allow access to important habitat for
all wildlife, especially pronghorn, by eliminating woven and five-wire fencing. The future goal of the
WHMA is to create a forage reserve where ranchers can rest their pastures in exchange for grazing on
the WHMA. Windmills in the Separation Creek watershed are not functioning; therefore, they are not
providing consistent water to encourage livestock distribution across the WHMA. Dispersing cattle
will reduce the concentration of cattle along Separation Creek and should increase riparian vegetation
and improve forage and cover for wildlife such as elk, mule deer, pronghorn, and greater sage-grouse.
Sagebrush areas have become dense and/or decadent and may benefit from thinning which often results
in an increase of grasses and forbs. Weeds such as halogeton, Canada thistle and whitetop are competing with native species and need to be removed to improve forage. In 2014, two miles of fencing
was reconstructed by WGFD along the northwest boundary fence. The WGFD, BLM, and the grazing
lessee worked together to improve grassland habitats. Future projects will include additional fence replacement, weed treatment and conversion of windmills.

Cheatgrass Treatments (Goal 2) Amy Anderson
In 2012, Plateau® herbicide was applied aerially to
control cheatgrass on 1,200 acres of private land in the
Willow Creek and Twin Creek drainages. Follow-up
site visits and discussions with landowners indicate that
re-treatment is necessary. Additionally, areas have been
identified to expand these treatments, including several patches on the Red Canyon WHMA, and the Cottonwood Pass wildfire that burned in 2000 (Figure 84).

Figure 84. 2000 Cottonwood Pass Fire
showing signs of cheatgrass invasion.

Morgan Creek WHMA Boundary Fence (Goal 2) - Matt Pollock

In 2012, a wildfire damaged approximately two miles of boundary fence. Sharing costs with the Bureau
of Reclamation, the Habitat and Access Branch contracted to have the two miles of damaged fence
rebuilt. We also converted approximately 1,100 feet of barbed wire fence to buck and pole fence that
resides in an area of heavy snow loads. The original plans called for replacing the existing four-wire
fence with four-wire, however, at the direction of the WGFD, the contractor converted the existing
four-wire fence to a more wildlife-friendly, three-wire fence. The fence provides a visible border to
lands contained within the WHMA for use by recreationists. The fence also protects forage from use by
domestic livestock, thus reserving it for wildlife.
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Mountain Meadows Fence Removal (Goal 2) - Brian Parker

Volunteers from the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation and Wyoming Wildlife Federation assisted WGFD
personnel in removing two interior cross fences in the Mountain Meadows area of the Spence and
Moriarity WMA. Removal of the fence will allow for unimpeded movement of winter elk in this area.

Feedground Hay Production (Goal 2) - Brad Sorensen
Approximately 40 tons of hay from Garrison Meadow on the Spence and Moriarity WMA and approx-

imately 60 tons of hay from the Basin Meadow located on Whiskey Basin WHMA were baled and
trucked to Bench Corral Feedground north of Big Piney.

Sinks Canyon Post Fire Restoration (Goal 2) - Derek Lemon
WGFD personnel provided technical support and helped coordinate vegetative restoration activities following the Sinks Canyon wildfire. Approximately 350 pounds of native grass, forb and shrub seed was
broadcast in addition to 1,500 shrub seedlings, which were planted for mule deer habitat enhancement
and to provide soil stabilization.
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East Fork Wind River Tributary Enhancement (Goal 1) - Nick Scribner
The Bitterroot Ranch operates on the upper East Fork Wind River and uses water from Pine Creek,
Meadow Creek, and the East Fork to irrigate approximately 180 acres. The upper East Fork Wind River
drainage is crucial habitat for native Yellowstone cutthroat trout (YSC) and WGFD has been exploring
solutions to reduce impacts to the fishery and improve water management since 2011. Conceptual plans
under evaluation include improvement of fish passage on the East Fork, installation of a sprinkler irrigation system, construction of a fish screen, and abandonment of the Meadow Creek diversion.
Entrainment sampling was completed in both Pine Creek ditch and Meadow Creek ditch from 20122014.

Figure 85. Flow data in Pine Creek diversion from August 7 – August 22, 2014, PD1 is top
of ditch near headgate while PD3 is end of the ditch.
Most entrainment occurs in Pine Creek
where at least 150 YSC were captured in
2013 ranging from 1” to 17” long with a
majority (66%) of them less than 3 inches. It is suspected that many of these fish
were moving downstream to wintering
habitat in the East Fork since entrainment
occurred predominantly in September. As
much as 60% of diverted water from Pine
Creek never reaches the meadows intended for irrigation in late summer (Figure
85). Meanwhile, diversions periodically
deplete Meadow Creek and impact YSC
habitat and passage (Figure 86). Surveys
of the area confirm a gravity fed sprinkler
system will function with water piped
from Pine Creek. In addition, a fish screen
Figure 86. Meadow Creek diversion affects upstream fish would be constructed prior to piping wamovement.
ter eliminating entrainment while drastically reducing water loss from the current
open ditch. Water savings from this closed system could eliminate diversions from Meadow Creek
effectively improving YSC habitat for both drainages. Final design and implementation in fall 2015.
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